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Main Objectives Of The Drill: 

   Zonal defense (understanding and perfecting) 
 

How To Set It Up: 
4-20 players; at least 2 balls, 2 cones and 2 bibs;  
½ of the field 

 

How To Play It: 
- Ideally – with the Goal-keeper in goal 
- 4 players are positioned in a zonal defense 
- 2 balls, 2 cones and 2 bibs  are positioned in those 
areas, where the ball can be. Ideally it should be 
different type of balls, different color of bibs and cones. 
- Coach shouts, where the imaginable ball is at the 
moment (for example: “Select ball!” or “Red bib” or “Green Cone”) 
- Payers then should react to the command and positioned themselves according to the position of the ball and stop! 
- Coach corrects if needed and then shout another command. 
Progression: When players understand the principles well, the Coach increases the speed of naming commands or make 
players for examples do 10 pushups, than calls the command and players position themselves. This way players will tire and will 
have to think fast under pressure and while being tired (just like in the game). 

 

Variations: 
-This drill can be performed without a goal-keeper  
- Instead of balls/bibs/cones, there can be other players and Coach can just call their names. 
 

What A Coach Should Shout: 
Concentrate! Get in position fast! 
 

Important Note: 
[1] I Ball is always the reference point, when is comes to zonal defense. The ball is actually the center of the game.. no ball – no 
game. Therefore the team reacts to the position of the ball – NOT of the players of opponent;  
[2] This drill help you to imply the understanding of zonal defense, make players understand your way of playing it and show 
exactly, where the Coach needs his players to be in which situation; 
[3] In case, if there are many players, participating in the training session, other players can either watch or use the other half of 
the court to practice passing or shooting for example. 

 

Duration Of The Drill: 10-12 minutes.  

Intensity Of The Drill: 3 out of 5 (may vary depending on the objective of the training session). 

When To Use: Warm-up / Main part of training session 

Difficulty: Beginner / Amateur / Intermediate / Professional 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


